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“Even the silence
has a story to tell you.
Just listen. Listen”
—Jacqueline Woodson

The Amazing Octobots

T

here was once a vast land
covered by a smooth cherry fog.
The sweet reddish-pink clouds
rolled over a rainbow striped desert,
a beautiful sea, and a warm jungle.
The Patterned Desert was dotted with
coconut trees and the jungle grew
trees that sprouted green, yellow,
red, and brown leaves. There was a
dark blue sky filled with faces, cotton
candy clouds, bacon stars, balloons
popping, and lightning bolts. A lovely
chocolate peppermint wind would
blow through to break up the warm,
moist air.
In the jungle there were Dinner
Plants, but you had to be careful when

foraging for food because of the super
sharp Knife Plants. In various places
you could find Candy Plants growing
from the sky, the candy would fall
down to be eaten once it was ripe.
There was also a beautiful Money
Tree that people often planted in their
backyards.
The world was home to a variety
of animals as well. There were
chocolate deer (that pooped chocolate)
and vanilla squirrels. There was a
lion with a licorice mane that lived
in the Purple Pond along with lots
of weird fish. There were birds that
could eat wind, and stone dogs that
lived in mountains that encircled

the world. There was also one giant
Zombie Bear that was bigger than 5
airplanes.
To get around there were
Octobots which were super strong
pods with eight legs of different
lengths and two giant wings. The
passengers seated inside the pod
used GPS to direct them. The Octobots
would run on land before flying at jet
speed and the wings could turn to oars
to allow for travel across water.
When the cotton candy clouds
became too heavy they let loose acid
rain on the world. There were special
umbrellas to protect the world and
they were equipped with cups that
filtered the rain and made it safe to
drink. Once filtered, the rain tasted
like root beer floats topped with a
lemon slice.

This very special world was
home to Super Llama King, or SLK
for short. He had a long green goatee
and rainbow fur that allowed him to
camouflage himself in the rainbow
Patterned Desert where he lived. He
would eat the coconuts whole and
wash them down with acid rain. His
crown allowed him to teleport and his
gold chain allowed him to understand
all living things. People bullied him
when he was young so he feels very
bad when people get hurt. SLK was the
nicest llama in the world EVER!
SLK was backed up by a Hero
Squad made up of people he had saved
when each of their planets had been
destroyed. The team was made up of:
A wildcat who could shoot lasers, a
friendly alien with echo location and
x-ray vision, a giant shape-shifter, a

gummy mud girl who could make mud
whirlpools, a tough baby unicorn who
would throw up sticky green glue, and
a black dragon that breathed liquid
silver.
Master Root also called this place
home. He lived in the jungle and had
lots of muscles, legs made of roots, a
rock face with a leaf mohawk, a tree
torso, and branch arms that could
shoot vines. He wanted to collect
all the Octobots and destroy them
to protect the trees and the vanilla
squirrels.
Master Root’s little brother Black
Tarantula lived nearby in the jungle
in an invisible mansion under a tree.
He had 10 legs, wore a black suit, and
black mask, and carried a purse that
matched his green hair. He collected
the poison acid rain and kept it in

vials alongside the freeze ray he kept
on his belt. He carried swords on his
back, a donut boomerang, and had
wings that allowed him to fly. He
was immortal and was somehow a
combination of a kid and an adult.
He was willing to help his brother
because Master Root made sure he got
cool new stuff every time they won a
battle.
One day Master Root and Black
Tarantula were out in the jungle
plotting another Octobot heist. Little
did they know, SLK and the Hero
Squad were hiding nearby in hopes of
thwarting their plans.
Just as Master Root and Black
Tarantula were getting ready to go
they heard...

